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Simplified Maps

1. Routes for transferring in a complex station are displayed in one map.
2. Routes for using elevators are displayed in a simple 3-D map.
3. Barrier-free facilities are easy to find in the map. 
(Toilets and stairs which cannot be used with wheel-chairs are excluded.)

Special Features

Slope

Entrance/exit with steps 
(Name of entrance/exit indicated.)

Inside the ticket gate

Ticket gate

Toilet Ground level entrance/exit 

Platform

Station of the line 
you are transferring to

How to find a route for using elevators
Examples: How to get to ground level from Platform No.2, using Exit No.4 elevator. 

From Platform No. 2, go out the ticket gate,
go up to the 1st basement by Exit No.1 elevator,
go through the passage on the 1st basement and go up to ground level by Exit No.4 elevator.

From Platform No. 2, go down to the 3rd basement by the elevator inside the ticket gate,
go up to the 1st basement by the elevator located in the middle of Platform No. 3/No. 4,
go out the ticket gate and through the passage, and go up to ground level by Exit No. 4 elevator.

Illustration

Illustration

Facilities that can be used with wheel-chairs

[Barrier-free entrance/exit]  Entrance/exit without steps

Shown in 'yellow'

[Elevator] [Escalator , with wheel-chairs] [Stair lift]

[Barrier-free toilet] [Toilet]
For use with electric wheel-chair

For use with wheel-chair
Equipped with a nursing bed

Equipped with a baby bed

Equipped with a baby seat
For ostomate

Facilities that cannot be used with wheel-chairs

[Entrance/exit that are not barrier-free]
Entrance/exit with stairs or steps in middle

Shown in 'black'

[Escalator]  The major ones are displayed.

For going up exclusively For going down exclusively

For both going up and going down

[Toilet] In the 'Simplified map', toilets which cannot be used with wheel-chairs are 
not displayed, to make it easier to find barrier-free toilets.

Inside the ticket gate Inside the ticket gate

Inside the ticket gate
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